Independent home use of a brain-computer interface by people with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
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Abstract

Objective
To assess the reliability and usefulness of an EEG-based brain-computer interface (BCI) for patients with advanced amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) who used it independently at home for up to 18 months.

Methods
Of 42 patients consented, 39 (93%) met the study criteria, and 37 (88%) were assessed for use of the Wadsworth BCI. Nine (21%) could not use the BCI. Of the other 28, 27 (men, age 28–79 years) (64%) had the BCI placed in their homes, and they and their caregivers were trained to use it. Use data were collected by Internet. Periodic visits evaluated BCI benefit and burden and quality of life.

Results
Over subsequent months, 12 (29% of the original 42) left the study because of death or rapid disease progression and 6 (14%) left because of decreased interest. Fourteen (33%) completed training and used the BCI independently, mainly for communication. Technical problems were rare. Patient and caregiver ratings indicated that BCI benefit exceeded burden. Quality of life remained stable. Of those not lost to the disease, half completed the study; all but 1 patient kept the BCI for further use.

Conclusion
The Wadsworth BCI home system can function reliably and usefully when operated by patients in their homes. BCIs that support communication are at present most suitable for people who are severely disabled but are otherwise in stable health. Improvements in BCI convenience and performance, including some now underway, should increase the number of people who find them useful and the extent to which they are used.
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) enable people to interact with the world through brain signals (e.g., EEG activity) rather than muscles. The principal rationale for their development has been that BCIs could restore communication and control to people with severe neuromuscular disabilities. However, despite >4,000 BCI research studies, only 3 case reports have described independent home use of a BCI for communication (i.e., use that is not supervised by an investigator) by people who were severely disabled. Thus, beyond this anecdotal information, the translational potential of BCIs—whether they can function reliably and usefully when operated by patients in home environments—remains unexplored.

People with advanced amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) are a logical population in which to address this critical question. They often lose the capacity to communicate as their disease progresses. Actual or anticipated loss of communication contributes to the fact that >90% of people in the United States with ALS decline long-term mechanical ventilation when it becomes necessary. Thus, BCIs that can preserve effective communication might affect clinical recommendations and patient decisions.

Encouraged by the several case reports, this study investigated independent home use of an EEG-based BCI by a group of people who were severely disabled. It set out to determine whether the BCI system could function reliably when used by patients in their homes, the extent of use, and whether clinical personnel could provide effective technical support. It also assessed BCI effect on the patient and the primary caregiver.

Methods

These issues were addressed in the context of the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) nationally integrated health care system. The study was motivated largely by the high incidence of ALS in veterans. We enrolled patients with advanced ALS from 5 VA medical centers. VA personnel recruited the patients, placed the BCIs in their homes, trained the patients and their caregivers (i.e., the BCI system assistants [SAs]), and provided technical support as needed. Wadsworth Center personnel provided the BCI systems, trained VA personnel in their use, and supported the VA personnel as needed throughout the study.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents

The VA Central Institutional Review Board reviewed and approved the protocol. All patients and their SAs gave informed consent.

Patients

Table 1 lists the inclusion criteria. Patients who appeared to meet these criteria were identified by investigators at the participating VA centers from their practices or the National Registry of Veterans With ALS or were referred from nearby VA facilities. After the patients and their SAs provided informed consent, they were evaluated at home by the site investigator (i.e., a neurologist) to confirm that they met the inclusion criteria. If they did, their ability to use the BCI was assessed by their accuracy on a copy-spelling task. This task had a 6 × 6 matrix of possible selections; thus, chance accuracy was 1/36, or 3%. The inclusion criterion was ≥70% accuracy on the task for at least 2 of 3 sessions administered within 3 weeks. This criterion was based on the highly nonlinear relationship between accuracy and effective communication rate. Patients satisfying this criterion were asked to become BCI home users.

Study design

After patients agreed to become home users, the BCI system was placed in the home, and the patient and SA were trained to use it and its applications over two to six 1- to 2-hour home visits. Once they demonstrated mastery of the system by using it successfully without study personnel present (success was documented from data obtained over the Internet), they entered the 12- to 18-month home-use phase of the study. Throughout this period, complete data on BCI use, including EEG activity, were automatically collected daily through a secure Internet connection. Every 3 months, study personnel visited the home to interview the user and SA, to address their questions and concerns, and to check the BCI. The patients could use the BCI to answer interview questions. Occasional ad hoc visits (actual or virtual) were made as needed to introduce new or updated BCI applications, to retrain the patient and SA after a hiatus in BCI use (e.g., due to hospitalization), to train a new SA, to resolve a technical problem, or to otherwise improve BCI performance and convenience.

The BCI home system

The Wadsworth BCI home system comprises a laptop computer with BCI2000 software, an 8-channel EEG amplifier, a 50-cm monitor and stand, a power conditioner, connecting cables and power cords, an external speaker, a web camera, and an electrode cap with tin electrodes at locations Fz, Cz, Pz, P3, P4, PO7, PO8, and Oz. A commercial version of this system would cost $5,000.

Figure 1A shows a patient using the BCI and the major components of the system (figure 1B).

Glossary

ALS = amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ALSFRS-R = ALS Functional Rating Scale–Revised; BCI = brain-computer interface; MQoL = McGill Quality of Life; QoL = quality of life; SA = system assistant; VA = US Department of Veterans Affairs.
The 72-item matrix of possible selections (i.e., letters, numbers, functions) (figure 1C) provides the functionality of a full keyboard. To select an item, the user pays attention to the desired item as groups of 5 to 6 items flash in rapid succession (typically every 125 milliseconds). As successive selections are made, the e-mail message appears (top left). A predictive speller (Word Q3; Mayer-Johnson, Pittsburgh, PA) located at the bottom left enables the user to complete words more quickly (e.g., after spelling “hel,” the user can finish the word “hello” by selecting the numeral 1). To determine which item the user wants to select, the BCI calculates for each EEG location the user’s average responses to each of the 72 items. It then compares the 72 average responses at specific locations in terms of their voltages for specific latency periods after the flash. (The specific locations and latency periods are those previously defined for the individual by the BCI calibration procedure.) This comparison detects a user-specific difference between the response to the item the user wants to select and the responses to the other 71 items (e.g., figure 1D). Full details on the system, its calibration, and its operation have been published,13,23–26 and an illustrative video is available at neurotechcenter.org/videos/cbs-60-minutes.

The BCI applications include a simple setup program for the SA; a menu that enables the patient to select applications; a copy-spelling/calibration program to measure accuracy and to update system parameters; a communication program (WordPad) with word prediction and print and speech outputs; an e-mail program with word prediction; an Internet news reader; and audio and video content (e.g., audio books, YouTube videos, picture albums).26 Figure 1C illustrates the e-mail application. Figure 1D shows how the BCI enables the patient to select an item from the 72-item matrix.

Outcome measures
The outcomes were (1) BCI use (total time, time per application, days per week, selection rate, and accuracy [which was assessed by the copy-spelling program]), (2) effect on the user (McGill Quality of Life [MQoL]27) and perception of BCI benefit and burden, (3) effect on the SA (perception of BCI benefit and burden), (4) technical support (number and nature of issues, resolution time), and (5) patient attrition (study stage and reason). BCI benefit and burden were assessed by the user’s responses (on a 7-point Likert scales from 1 [strongly disagree] to 7 [strongly agree]) to the 2 statements: “The benefit I derive from using the BCI is much greater than any difficulty associated with using the BCI” and “The burden associated with using the BCI is so great I would rather not use the BCI,” as well as by the SA’s responses to equivalent questions.

Data at study entry
Data collected at study entry included demographics (e.g., age, sex, education level), medical history, and medications; ALS Functional Rating Scale–Revised (ALSFRS-R)17; and MQoL.27 The MQoL questionnaire assessed the patient’s overall QoL (physical and psychological symptoms, physical and existential well-being, and support systems) on a scale of 0 to 10 (10 highest). These data were updated during follow-up visits (typically every 3 months).

Data analysis
Data analysis was based on the intention-to-treat principle.28 Thus, the study population comprised the 42 individuals who appeared to meet the study criteria, were interested in using the BCI, and were consented. Some left the study before or after completing training and beginning BCI use; the reasons are described. For those who completed training and became BCI home users, the extent, nature, effect, and support requirements of their BCI use are described in detail. Thus, the presentation provides a comprehensive picture of the outcome when a group of veterans severely disabled by ALS indicated interest in undertaking BCI home use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Inclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age &gt;18 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Escorial laboratory-supported probable, probable, or definite diagnosis of ALS16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of verbal and/or written communication (i.e., score of 0 on item 1 and/or 4 of the ALSFRS-R)17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life expectancy ≥1 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living at home within 100 miles of a participating VA center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected visual acuity ≥20/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to read and understand sixth-grade English text on a computer screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to give informed consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A BCI SA ≥18 years old expected to be with the patient for ≥1 year and willing to set up the BCI system when requested by the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A home environment suitable for BCI operation and for automated transfer of use data to the VA (i.e., sufficient reasonably quiet space, stable electric power, Internet connection)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ALS = amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ALSFRS-R = ALS Functional Rating Scale-Revised; BCI = brain-computer interface; SA = system assistant; VA = US Department of Veterans Affairs.
Data availability
Deidentified data sets will be shared for specified uses after approval by the VA.

Results
BCI users
Forty-two patients provided informed consent. All were men (94.1% of veterans ≥50 years old are male29). While the absence of women is a limitation of the study, we know of no published data suggesting that men and women differ in BCI performance (nor have we noted such a difference in our own studies over the past 30 years). Table 2 provides demographics for the 39 who satisfied the inclusion criteria and for study-related subsets. Figure 2 describes their progression through the 8 stages of the study, indicating the attrition at each stage and the reasons for it. The predominant reason for attrition before stage 4 was insufficient BCI accuracy; consistent with previous work,23 impaired vision (e.g., due to ptosis, cataracts, diplopia) was the major cause.

As figure 2 shows, 28 patients were able to use the BCI (stage 4). Fourteen left the study before stage 6, 9 because of death or rapid disease progression (often resulting in death shortly afterward), 4 because of limitations of the BCI, and 1 who was lost to follow-up. The other 14 reached stage 6: they and their SAs completed 4 (±2 SD) training sessions over 3.8 (±2.1 SD) weeks and demonstrated their ability to use the BCI without study personnel present. They thereby became BCI home users.

These 14 patients used the BCI independently in their homes for 2 to 17 (average 9 ± 5 [SD], median 12) months. Two died during the study. Four withdrew because of increased illness (2), loss of the SA (1), or preference for another device (1). Eight were still using the BCI when the study closed, and 7 chose to keep it for continued use. Of these 7, 6 could neither speak nor write at the end of the study, and 5 were totally (3) or partially (2) ventilator dependent. Figure 3A shows the home users’ ALSFRS-R scores at study entry and at later times. The scores of those with higher initial scores (i.e., >10) declined, while the scores of those with low initial scores showed little change.
The BCI home use periods of the 14 BCI home users totaled 3,904 days. BCI use was not possible for 1,664 of these days (i.e., hiatus days) because of hospitalization, acute illness, home construction, work, travel, or SA absence. Thus, on the average, each user had 160 (±117 SD) days when BCI use was possible and 119 (±112 SD) hiatus days when it was not. Over the BCI days, copy-spelling accuracy averaged 73% (±11% SD) and did not change significantly over the months of independent use (p = 0.44 for paired t test of users’ average copy-spelling accuracies in first 4 independent BCI sessions vs last 4 independent sessions).

The user and SA determined when the BCI was used. Figure 3B plots for each user the average duration of daily use vs percent of days of possible BCI use on which he used the BCI. Daily use averaged 1.3 (±0.6 SD) hours, and the percent of days the BCI was used averaged 26% (±8% SD). Selections per minute for the BCI applications averaged 2.9 (±1.3 SD) across users and typically remained stable over the study.

Figure 3C shows the average percent of BCI time devoted to each application and the wide range across individuals. Communication (i.e., conversation or e-mail) averaged 62% (±20% SD) of BCI time; the users used the BCI to communicate with others, to interact via e-mail, and to participate in interviews at follow-up visits.

Each time the BCI was used, the SA spent 13 (±9 minutes) removing the cap and initiating system operation, and 4 (±6 SD) minutes on related tasks.

**User QoL and perception of BCI value**

Figure 3D shows average baseline and final ALSFRS-R and MQoL scores. Notably, the average MQoL score did not decline despite the decline in neuromuscular function indicated by the drop in average ALSFRS-R score.

At study entry and each subsequent visit, the users and SAs completed questionnaires assessing BCI benefit and BCI burden on Likert scales (see Methods). Figure 3E summarizes the results. As indicated there, most users and SAs felt that BCI use was more beneficial than burdensome. Over the study, the user BCI benefit score fell slightly from 5.6 (±1.8 SD) to 4.9 (±1.5) (p = 0.02, initial vs final value by paired t test); the SA BCI benefit score and the user and SA BCI burden scores did not change significantly. Neither the benefit score, the burden score, nor their difference correlated with the ALSFRS-R score. Notably, 7 of the 8 users (88%) in the study when it ended elected to keep their BCIs for continued use.

**BCI technical support**

Users, SAs, other caregivers, significant others, or study personnel initiated 134 technical support requests. These concerned training (38%), personal preferences (29%), software (20%), or hardware (13%). For only 21 requests (16%) did the issue prevent BCI use (median downtime 3, mean 62, range 0.1–288 hours). Overall BCI availability (probability that it was in good working order when the user and the BCI were both available) was 0.98.
Discussion

In previous BCI-based communication studies of people with severe disabilities (aside from several case reports), the investigators directly managed BCI operation: they studied patients in the laboratory or they took their systems to the patients’ homes and studied them there. These studies generated substantial expectations for the clinical value of BCIs.

This study tested these expectations. It asked, “Will a BCI function reliably and usefully in independent home use by people with advanced ALS?” The answer it provides is complicated, reflecting both the BCI and the population in which it was tested. Some patients did use the BCI throughout the study, and 7 of the 8 remaining in the study when it ended kept the BCI for future use. However, these patients were a minority of the 37 initially assessed for BCI use (i.e., figure 2, stage 3). As figure 2 shows, several factors accounted for the high attrition. The major factor was ALS: 13 patients died during the study or withdrew because of rapid, often preterminal, disease progression. The other factors reflected the limitations of the BCI: 9 patients...
could not use it; 4 lost interest; and 2 preferred another assistive communication device. These results and their implications are considered first in terms of the BCI itself and second in terms of the population selected for BCI use.

The BCI performed reliably in independent use by the patients and their SAs. That is, the BCI and its applications functioned properly; technical problems were rare and were usually handled quickly and effectively by the VA and/or Wadsworth personnel. As noted, the BCI was in good...
working order 98% of the time. BCI training required an initial time commitment by the patient and the SA; and BCI setup and cleanup occupied ≈30 minutes. While these requirements are modest, they contributed to attrition and to the fact that BCI use was sometimes not possible (e.g., during hospitalization). Advances now underway such as dry-electrode technology, telemetry, and improved portability would reduce these requirements and could thereby increase the ease and convenience of BCI use and decrease the interruptions caused by acute illnesses or other life events.30,31 The need for an SA willing and able to support BCI use was a limitation for some users. For 4, loss of the SA contributed to their withdrawal from the study, and for others, limited availability of the SA reduced BCI use. For people who are severely disabled, this dependence on another is currently unavoidable. However, further improvements in the simplicity of BCI support should ease this limitation by reducing demands on the SA.30,31 Furthermore, if BCIs that depend on auditory rather than visual stimuli32–34 can be improved beyond their present extremely low communication rates, they could extend BCI use to those people (24% in this study) who cannot use current vision-based BCIs.35

Copy-spelling accuracy over the period of home use averaged 73% (±11% SD). This average accuracy, while adequate for useful communication, was significantly and substantially less than the average accuracy of 86% (±10% SD) for these same individuals during the initial evaluation of their ability to use the BCI (p = 0.003 by paired t test). Previous data from people with ALS23 and the stability of home-use accuracy over the course of the present study indicate that this difference is not attributable to disease progression. It probably reflects the difference between BCI operation (i.e., initial setup, electrode placement) managed by experts in controlled conditions and BCI operation managed by users and their SAs in more variable conditions. This difference is likely to degrade the performance of most BCI systems when they are deployed for independent home use. Thus, BCIs that are robust and easy to use can be expected to fare best in clinical translation.

As figure 3C indicates, communication (i.e., WordPad, e-mail) dominated BCI use. At the same time, the users differed widely in their preferred applications. This variation, together with the variation across users in number of training visits needed, indicates the importance of user-specific training and a broad range of appealing applications. These are essential if a BCI, or any assistive technology, is to be both useful and actually used.35 Unlike other therapies (e.g., medications), an assistive technology typically requires an initial and continuing commitment of time and effort by the user and often the caregiver as well. This is essential for mastering the technology, defining how it can best serve the user, and integrating it into daily life.

As figure 3B indicates, those who used the BCI most did so 2 to 3 times a week. While some still retained functional speech or keyboarding ability and several used another assistive device, others relied primarily on partner-assisted communication (e.g., observation of small eye movements) for most interactions with caregivers and others. They had created their own no- or low-technology communication methods that required coordination with another person and thus did not provide truly autonomous communication. Nevertheless, all the home users used the BCI for autonomous communication (i.e., through WordPad and/or e-mail), and most also took advantage of other applications such as the Internet news reader.

As figure 3E summarizes, most users and SAs felt that the BCI benefit exceeded the burden. BCI benefit could be enhanced by increasing the speed and accuracy of selection36 and by providing new applications (e.g., full Internet access, artistic expression37). The burden is likely to be reduced in the future by dry-electrode technology, which will simplify placement and removal of the recording cap and enable development of more comfortable and cosmetic caps.30,31 Such improvements should facilitate the initial and continuing commitment of the users and their SAs, reduce attrition, and increase BCI use and benefit.

Given the impressive capabilities of conventional assistive communication devices (e.g., eye-tracking systems38), BCIs that support communication are at present most suitable for people whose disabilities prevent or greatly impair their ability to use conventional devices. Thus, the study set out to recruit patients who were severely disabled by ALS.17 At the same time, it sought patients who were in otherwise stable health and were expected to remain so for the duration of the study. As the results show, the study recruited people who were severely disabled, but it was less successful in recruiting patients whose health remained stable. Of the 28 who were able to use the BCI, nearly half died or withdrew as a result of increased illness (often preterminal) before or after becoming BCI home users. Retention might have been improved by limiting recruitment to those who had already made the difficult decision to accept full-time ventilation when it became necessary. Table 2 suggests that people who were younger, had more slowly progressive ALS, and/or had had ALS for a longer time were more likely to persist in BCI use and to retain the system when the study ended (although, with the limited sample size, significant statistical differences are not present).

The high disease-related attrition suggests that BCI home use is likely to be greater in populations who have similarly severe but stable disabilities (e.g., people with severe cerebral palsy, brainstem stroke, or high-level spinal cord injury). This inference is supported by the present data: among the 15 patients who could use the BCI and were not subsequently lost to disease-related attrition, 8 (53%) used the BCI throughout the study, and 7 elected to keep it after the study ended.

The MQoL assessments (i.e., figure 3D) indicated that the users’ QoL was similar to that of normal volunteers39–41 and
was stable over the study period, despite further decline in motor function (i.e., figure 3A). These findings are consistent with other studies of people with ALS.42 Thus, the results do not provide clear evidence that the BCI affected QoL.

These results support 3 statements about the Wadsworth BCI home system. First, it can function reliably and usefully when used by patients in their homes. Second, patient selection is important; the BCI is most suitable for people who are severely disabled but are otherwise in stable health. Third, improvements in its convenience and performance, some of which are now underway, should increase the numbers of people who find it useful and increase the extent to which they use it.

While this discussion has addressed issues raised by independent home use of the Wadsworth BCI, similar issues are likely to arise for other BCIs, noninvasive or implanted, as they attempt the transition to the real world. Many different BCIs are under development; each has its own problems and uncertainties.43–45 Noninvasive BCIs face issues of capacity, convenience, and artifact avoidance; implanted BCIs face unresolved questions about biological and functional longevity and uncertainties about the extent to which they offer greater capacities that justify the risks and expense of surgery. Given appropriate expertise and care in their development, most BCIs will probably provide high hardware/software reliability, as does the Wadsworth home system. At the same time, most BCIs are likely to encounter some performance loss in the transition from short-term use by experts in protected environments to long-term use by nonexperts in daily life; the simplest systems are likely to suffer the least loss. The user-related issues raised for the Wadsworth BCI are issues that apply to assistive communication technologies in general, whether conventional (i.e., muscle based) or BCI based. These devices are most successful for those able to commit time and effort to their mastery and use; thus, reasonably stable health is important. Furthermore, to be adopted and used, a device must adapt to each user’s individual capabilities, needs, and desires, and it must do so better or more conveniently than other devices (e.g., eye-gaze systems) or no device (e.g., partner-assisted scanning). These realities should influence BCI research and development.46 Their unique conceptual appeal notwithstanding, BCIs that restore communication simply extend the spectrum of assistive communication devices. Thus, they will stand or fall on their ability to serve users better than conventional alternatives.
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